Since the beginning of the conflict in Sudan on 15 April 2023, UNHCR has registered an influx of Sudanese refugees and Chadian returnees from Darfur at border entry points in eastern Chad. UNHCR field teams in Ouaddai, Sila and Wadi Fira provinces are working with the Chadian government, CNARR, local authorities, and partners to continue monitoring the situation at the border, and to receive, protect and respond to the urgent humanitarian needs of refugees and returnees fleeing the violence.

Context

In the province of Ouaddai, a new camp called “Ourang” and a transit center called “Ambilia” have been established.
The relocations are only carried out from host villages to the camps.

### Wadi Fira (Mile, Kounougou & Irdimi)

- **Hideba** | Mile | 655
- **Boukouloum** | Mile | 559
- **Marfoua** | Mile | 300
- **Sinette** | Mile | 252
- **Hideba** | Kounougou | 652
- **Sinette** | Kounougou | 352
- **Djatak** | Kounougou | 314
- **Tiné** | Irdimi | 2,452

**Total** | 5,536

### Ouaddai (Gaga, Farchana, Arkoum & Ambelia)

- **Wandalou** | Gaga | 4,319
- **Goungour** | Gaga | 2,559
- **Adré** | Gaga | 143
- **Koufroun** | Gaga | 16
- **Labane Dafak** | Farchana | 3,044
- **Adré** | Farchana | 1,097
- **Koufroun** | Farchana | 362
- **Borota** | Arkoum | 5,707
- **Adré** | Arkoum | 991
- **Adré** | Ambelia | 704

**Total** | 17,951

### Sila (Goz Amir, Djabal & Zabout)

- **Anderessa** | Goz Amir | 1,344
- **Hile Hisséin** | Goz Amir | 569
- **Goz Achyie** | Goz Amir | 500
- **Mogororo** | Goz Amir | 237
- **Talassa** | Goz Amir | 219
- **Anderessa** | Djabal | 2,370
- **Talassa** | Djabal | 1,018
- **Mogororo** | Djabal | 87
- **Adémour** | Zabout | 5,875

**Total** | 12,936

### Map Notes:
- The relocations are only carried out from host villages to the camps.
- The relocations are only carried out from host villages to the camps.
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The Project 21 is a regional protection monitoring system, launched in 2020 to address gaps in data collection and analysis on protection in West and Central Africa. The inter-agency project mobilizes partners to collect a set of data using harmonized tools and a common methodology to generate joint analysis of the situation, risks, and protection trends. As of 26 June 2023, 2,699 newly arrived refugees have been interviewed in Chad for the sudanese emergency. This represents a subset of the collected data.
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